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In the past week, I was able to do an hour long observation at the Ceramics 
Studio on Tuesday at noon (October 17th, 2017), during which I observed a regular 
studio opening. I followed it up with a ninety-minute long observation on Thursday 
night from 6:30 to 8PM (October 19th, 2017), during which I was allowed to observe a 
monthly studio event. Although we had scheduled a third observation on Saturday, 
due to a private event at the studio, the owner decided to cancel it. I will be making 
sweeping observations on things that stayed the same during both visits and 
indicating differences by specifying the day observed. 

NOTE: Location specific information has been removed for client privacy. 

Space: The Ceramics Studio is a large space, with an open layout, that is 
sectioned into a display section, four workstations, a coyote den, one party room, one 
cleaning station, a bathroom and the back area which contains a large kiln. When the 
customer enters the studio, they see the display area on the left and the check out 
counter on the right. When you take five strides, you see the first workstation, which is 
meant for painting. This consists of a table with 8-10 chairs and a laminate countertop. 
There are brushes and sponges available on this table. On the right is the “party 
room” with a large wooden table and colorful interiors. The room has potential for 
customization for a party or event. Four more strides you come across two more 
workstations focused on hand building and painting. One is a high-top table and one 
is low to the ground (perhaps aimed for kids). Towards the mid-left of the room are six 
wheels where pots are thrown. This area leads to the clean up station with two large 
farmer’s sinks followed by a fridge. Farther back are racks of bins that line the back 
wall. These bins contain items for pickup. On the other side of the back wall is a 
bathroom. If you walk straight out of the bathroom, you will see the “employees only 
area” that contains a kiln and tens of boxes with bisque pieces.  

There is a celebratory feel to the environment, with bright colored walls, bright 
festival lighting and carnival flags across the ceiling. There are wooden, metallic, 
ceramic textures throughout the walls. There are also large storybook murals painted 
across the back wall. Large posters saying “paint your heart out” and “storytime” are 
displayed in the first half of the studio. There are also pictures of community lining the 
sides of display cases and behind the counter. There are also large, custom-framed 
pictures of the owner when she first opened the studio. The Ceramics Studio has had 
a lot of great local press over the years and there are cutouts of articles and mentions 
in the counter area. 

The coyote den deserves special mention because it is a perfect space for young 
children to play make believe. It is an enclosed area underneath a high table with 
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walls made out of tin plates. This area consists of a twenty-year old TV and a video 
tape player. Children can watch kids movies under twinkling lights inside the den. 
This area is a testament to the spirit of the studio-fun, playful, creative and happy. 

The studio smelled neutral but earthy as most products were made of clay. There 
was a hum in the studio from a large fan up front and a fan in the back. There was also 
80’s music playing on the speakers on Tuesday and pop music playing on Thursday. 

Objects: This environment is laden with objects, so I will outline objects that hold 
special importance in the environment. When you enter, you are welcomed by a life-
size coyote with a basket. She has been carrying Halloween candy for the kids during 
this time of the year. According to the owner, the coyote is the “spirit animal” of the 
studio. She was a gift to the owner by her grandmother. Children seem to be instantly 
drawn to her the minute they enter the studio ad she is life-size and stands on roller-
skates.  

The display area is where all the bisque pieces for painting are displayed. Plates, 
mugs, vases, teapot, ornaments and tiles line the shelves, along with sample painted 
pieces to indicate the potential of the blank unpainted bisque. This area has a lot of 
display pieces that have been painted by past employees of the studio. As The owner 
shows me this ares, she is quick to point out which employee did what. “Here is 
something The manager painted last year. These were dipped in paint by The 
representative last Christmas. These ornaments were painted by The representative 
for Christmas of 2014.” She remembered them all, a kind-of memorabilia for people.  

The same goes for the display in front of the checkout counter and as window 
display. There are beautiful hand make striated vases, and sculptures made by the 
owner along with an 8-foot totem pole made of stacked ceramic fishes. During both 
of my observation periods, people were drawn to the totem pole and two people 
asked if it was for sale. This made me wonder why the owner is against selling pieces 
she makes at the studio. “I Prefer this to be more like a classroom with people creating 
new things and expressing their creativity.” The owner states. “Do you wonder if you 
are loosing revenue by not selling pieces that people are obviously willing to buy?” I 
ask. “Yes, you should see our ornaments during Christmas. Everyone wants to buy 
them.” She continues. “But I’d rather have people create their own. It is a conscious 
decision.”  

An interesting tool in the environment is called the Dremel. This item is used by 
employees in their down time to smoothen the bottoms of the items that come out 
after the second firing in the kiln. The process goes like this: When throwing a pot or 
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playing with clay, the customer work with wet clay during the first visit and actually 
sculpt and create something from it. Then the employees fire it in the kiln. Once the 
pieces are ready, the employees call the customer and they drop by to glaze (or 
paint) the pieces. Then it goes off again into the kiln. The final piece is then dremeled 
so there are no sharp edges to them. Then the employee gives the customer another 
call and they inspect the piece before taking it home.  

During my Tuesday visit to the studio, a family came to pick up a large bag of 
ceramic pieces that their daughter had hand-made or thrown on the wheel during the 
summer camp for children 8-12 years of age. They then went to the first workstation 
and painted ten out of several pieces. They left the pieces on the table and then The 
representative, the resident assistant/representative, picked up the pieces once they 
were dry to lay in on a very large drying table. She told me that after 24 hours, she 
would dip those pieces in green paint that dried clear. This process creates the shiny 
look of finished pieces. “So if I want a matte look, do I not dip it in clear?” I asked. “No, 
it will still dry shiny, just not so much. For a matte look you need a different type of 
paint.” 

Another interesting object is a small book display on a table encasing the coyote 
den. These books represent a selection of books for storytime for “little potters” This 
is a weekly incentive to bring very little children in who are too young to induce into 
children camps (children 4-8 years of age). The storybooks currently displayed all had 
a Halloween theme. As stated earlier, the coyote den holds a twenty-year old TV and a 
video tape player. These objects signify a reluctance to “upgrade”. The owner thinks 
that she is able to create a special one-of-a-kind experience using older pieces of 
technology, a reminiscence of an era gone by. She says, “I will use these pieces until 
they give up or blow up.” 

The last object/machine I would like to point out is the pottery wheel. It is a 
plastic station with a metallic circular plate whose spin is controlled by a pedal below 
the contraption (like the foot-pedal in a car or a piano). These machines are 
connected to outlets along the floor. These machines play a huge role in the economy 
of the studio. During both visits, customers always preferred to throw a pot on the 
wheel over hand-building of bisque-painting. The owner, The studio manager 
(manager) or The representative would alternate helping customers with throwing 
pots. Only advanced students in the studio were allowed to use the wheel without 
guidance.”These wheels represent the beating heart of the studio,” The studio 
manager says with a warm smile.  
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Actors & Actions:  

The owner: She is the owner of the studio. She is a master ceramist with over a 
decade and a half of experience. She has her masters in sculpting. The studio is her 
“baby”. She is responsible for teaching advanced classes, firing all the pieces twice a 
week, the finances of the studio and green-lights all major decisions in the studio. The 
owner begins her day around 2PM. She teaches classes in the evenings if there are 
any, otherwise she is busy firing and removing objects from the kiln, cleaning and 
organizing areas, ordering inventory and assuring that the studio is always ready and 
functioning well. When the studio closes, she does the financial work, counts money 
and takes money to the bank the next day. Around 10PM, she starts the kiln which 
runs for several hours in the back room. The kiln heats up the studio and therefore 
cannot be run during business hours.  

The studio manager: She is the right-hand woman of the studio, taking care of 
day-to-day operations of the studio. She takes care of the displays (she had created 
the Halloween display, for example) , does superficial inventory (for example, she 
assures that there are enough pieces on display and notes pieces that need to be re-
ordered by The owner) and customer service (“The owner has never been good with 
customers so she likes to keep me front and center to take care of our customer 
relationship.” She said.). The studio manager is also responsible for all the marketing 
and branding efforts of the studio. She creates brochures, banners, posters, writes 
custom-made messages on the white board display upfront for business updates for 
passerby’s, takes care of emails, send out email newsletters and does some social 
media updates on the business. She is involved in most decisions for the studio and 
influences The owner greatly. The studio manager also teaches walk-ins and classes. 
She is a great artist herself so she can assist most processes for a customer without 
The owner’s assistance. 

The female representative: She is the representative/assistant who helps 
customers and does all the day-to-day tasks like dipping object in clear paint, 
cleaning up, dremeling, etc. 

The male representative: He is the representative/assistant who helps customers 
and does all the day-to-day tasks like dipping object in clear paint, cleaning up, 
dremeling, etc. 

Activities, Events, Goals and Feelings:  
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Tuesday from 12PM to 1PM: I observed a young caucasian family of four paint 
bisque pieces on workstation one. The youngest daughter speed-painted ten pieces 
from her camp while the mom and dad got halloween pumpkin bisque pieces to 
paint and the brother decided to paint a ghost. They all were laughing and having a 
good time and stayed during and after my observation.  

The only other person who came in was named The studio regular, an 
overweight middle-aged woman with an un-styled pixie-cut who was dressed in 
gender-neutral clothing (cargo pants and a large “ghost-busters” t-shirt) and she is a 
student who comes in during her free time to work on projects a few times a week. 
She was hand building and then sculpting a Tiki-man. She seemed to possess some 
authority at the studio as she had a conversation with the little girl who seemed to be 
conversant with her. The studio regular was very pleasant and spoke to everyone, 
often continuing conversations with the staff. She was a good artist and definitely 
possessed talent in hand-building.  

Only The studio manager was present during this period. She was busy at the 
computer the whole time but checked on the customers constantly. She would walk 
over every 15 minutes to assure everything was taken care of. She presented a high 
level of service, constantly filling up palettes with paint and helping the family learn 
how to make strokes and use the sponges to create textures. She smiled, made jokes 
and was able to connect with the family as the represented the demographic of 
southern California. 

Thursday 6:30PM to 8PM: I observed “Clay and Cocktails”, an event where 
people came with a drink that they preferred and had the opportunity to do an 
activity at the studio while enjoying some snacks and mingling with friends. There 
were five plats of snack laid out on the table with the coyote den. The snacks 
consisted of crackers, brownies, fruits and cookies. Water and Coke was also 
provided. Unfortunately, this month, only The studio regular arrived (she is a constant 
fixture at the studio). She brought beers for everyone and continued to work on her 
Tiki-man. Even though there weren’t many customers, The studio manager and The 
owner stayed upbeat and optimistic. The representative left at 7PM after the studio 
manager that there won’t be a large turnout, announcing that she is just around the 
corner if it gets too busy. The staff busied themselves with projects of their own and 
talked, ate snacks and conversed. This seemed like a low-stress event for everyone. All 
the tasks were done so they could spend time on their individual art endeavors and 
allow themselves to enjoy the craft that brings everyone to the studio in the first 
place!
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